Date:
To:
From:

June 28, 2011
Interested Person
Kate Green, Land Use Services
503-823-5868 / Kate.Green@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE I DECISION
ON A PROPOSAL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
reasons for the decision are included in this notice. If you disagree with the decision, you can
appeal it to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) at 550 Capitol St. NE, Suite 235,
Salem, OR 97301. The phone number for LUBA is 1-503-373-1265. Information on how to
appeal this decision is listed at the end of this notice.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 11-127418 EN
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant/Owner:

City of Portland, Environmental Services
(contacts: Jennifer Antak and Kaitlin Lovell)
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 1000
Portland OR 97204-1912
City of Portland, Parks and Recreation
(contact: Kathleen Murrin)
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 1302
Portland OR 97204-1912

Site Address:

9800 SE MT SCOTT BOULEVARD

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

TL 5400 1.85 ACRES, SECTION 21 1S 2E; TL 5500 3.94 ACRES,
SECTION 21 1S 2E
R992210600, R992210700
1S2E21DA 05400, 1S2E21DA 05500
3840

Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Lents, David Hyde at 503-772-1376
None
East Portland Neighborhood Office, Richard Bixby at 503-823-4550

Zoning:

Single Dwelling Residential (R7)
Environmental Conservation (c)
Environmental Protection (p)
Plan District:
Johnson Creek Basin - South
Other Designations: Veteran’s Creek, Wetlands, Resource Site 30b-Johnson Creek Basin
Protection Plan/Boring Lava Domes Supplement, 20% Slope, Potential
Landslide Hazard, Metro Title 13 Rankings, Wildfire Hazard Area
Case Type:
Procedure:

Environmental Review (EN)
Type I, an administrative decision with appeal to the Oregon Land Use
Board of Appeals (LUBA).
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Proposal: The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) proposes an environmental resource
enhancement project for 700 linear feet of Veterans Creek located within the Environmental
Protection (p) overlay zone. The proposed restoration work will trigger a Type I Environmental
Review, and will include the following:









Remove existing manmade structures from the stream, including: 5 rock weirs, 2 culverts,
and a wood and concrete pedestrian bridge
Regrade the stream channel to renormalize unnatural grade changes caused by the instream structures, and to restore wetland connectivity, mitigate incision, and reduce
erosion
The grading will include the following quantities in cubic yards:
 ExcavationTotal: 495
Portion below Ordinary High Water: 359
 Fill
Total: 517
Portion below Ordinary High Water: 83
Install boulders and large wood as part of the stream channel reconfiguration
Relocate and reconfigure a manmade pond to prevent fish stranding during high flow
events
Remove other manmade structures adjacent to the stream, including a shed, swing set,
fence, and retaining wall
Remove invasive species and replant project area with native species
Monitor alterations and plantings for 5 years

Relevant Approval Criteria: In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the
approval criteria of Title 33. The relevant approval criteria are:
33.430.250.B.
Resource enhancement projects

FACTS
Zoning: The zoning designation for the site is Single Dwelling Residential 7,000 (R7) with
Environmental Conservation (c) and Environmental Protection (p) overlay zones. The site
is also within the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District-South Subdistrict.
The single-dwelling zones (33.110) are intended to preserve land for housing and to provide
housing opportunities for individual households.
Environmental zones (33.430) protect environmental resources and functional values that
have been identified by the City as providing benefits to the public. The environmental
regulations encourage flexibility and innovation in site planning and provide for development
that is carefully designed to be sensitive to the site’s protected resources.
The Johnson Creek Basin Plan District (33.537) is intended to provide for safe, orderly, and
efficient development of lands which are subject to a number of physical constraints, including
significant natural resources, steep and hazardous slopes, flood plains, wetlands, and the lack
of streets, sewers, and water services. The standards of the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District
(South Subdistrict) will have to be met at the time of building permit review.
Land Use History: City records indicate that prior land use reviews include the following:

LUR 95-00900 EN (LU 95-012793): Withdrawn

LU 07-178580 LDP PD ENM AD: Approved with conditions/Land Division and Planned
Development for 26 multi-dwelling residences, with an Environmental Review and
Adjustments for the proposed development.
The pending restoration proposal was not anticipated or addressed in the 2007 land use case,
since it occurred before BES (in partnership with Portland Parks and Recreation) purchased the
site in 2010 for the purpose of restoration. BES has indicated that the project approved through
this case will not be pursued. If no final plat application is submitted by June 30, 2012, the
2007 case will become void. However, unless the case become void, the conditions from the
2007 land use action remain in effect and any applicable conditions will continue to apply to the
subject site, in addition to any conditions resulting from this current application.
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The land use history also shows the following cases apply to the subject site:

LUR 96-00816 PU SU EN (LU 96-013703 and FP 96-013703): Approved with conditions

LUR 97-01257 EN (LU 97-015302): Approved with conditions
However, based on BDS staff review of the land use decisions, these cases apply to the
neighboring properties to the south and west, and not to the subject site.
Agency and Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in your Neighborhood was mailed on
May 10, 2011.
1. Agency Review: Several agencies have responded to this proposal. Please see Exhibits
E.1 through E.4 for details. Key responses include:
 BDS/Site Development (Exhibit E.3) noted that this section of Veterans Creek is within an
area (Unidentified Watercourse Flood Zone) that must provide a minimum 15-foot wide
floodway, and the BES Chief Engineer must confirm the proposed development will not
result in an increase in the base flood elevation. BDS/Site Development also noted that
this area is designated as a Special Site (per City Code 10.30.030), so additional
requirements for erosion, sediment and pollution control apply.
 BES/Development Review (Exhibit E.1) noted the project must comply with the Stormwater
Management Manual and Drainage Facilities Design Manual under the direction of the BES
Chief Engineer.
 Oregon Department of State Lands (Exhibit E.4) noted the project was approved by the
state under a General Authorization Permit, 47049-6A, issued on May 4, 2011.
2.

Neighborhood Review: No written responses were received.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The 5.7 acre project site is located in SE Portland, approximately 1,000
feet east of Interstate-205 (I-205), 1,000 feet south of Johnson Creek, and 1,300 feet north of
the city border with Clackamas County. The site has frontage on SE Mt. Scott Boulevard and
SE Aspen Summit Drive.
A house and graveled driveway are situated in the southwest corner of the site, near SE Aspen
Summit Drive. This residence is proposed for removal via a pending Demolition Permit 10191693 RS. A second house is situated on a parcel (9908 Mt. Scott Boulevard) that was
separated from the project site in 2006 via a property line adjustment (06-160258 PR).
The balance of the site consists of a forested ravine, which is interspersed with a variety of
ornamental landscaped areas adjacent to the houses and on either side of Veterans Creek,
which bisects the site. Veterans Creek is a perennial creek that runs from its headwaters on
Mt. Scott to its confluence with Johnson Creek near I-205.
The dominant tree species include Western red cedar, Douglas fir, and big leaf maple. The
understory includes a mix of native (sword fern, hazelnut, Indian plum) and ornamental
plantings, including extensive intrusion of invasive plants such as: English ivy, Himalayan
blackberry, and black bamboo. The ornamental landscaped areas also include rhododendrons
and mowed lawn, as well as retaining walls, footpaths, and bridges crossing the creek. Several
small sheds and play structures are also located in these landscaped areas near the creek.
The surrounding area consists of a mix of single dwelling residences and multi-dwelling
apartments and condominiums adjacent to the site. There are also several institutional uses,
schools and churches, to the north on SE Mt. Scott Boulevard.
Environmental Resources: The application of the environmental overlay zones is based on
detailed studies that have been carried out within separate areas of the City. Environmental
resources and functional values present in environmental zones are described in
environmental inventory reports for the various study areas.
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The project site is mapped within Site # 30 b (Veterans Creek) in the Boring Lava Domes
Supplement to the Johnson Creek Basin Resource Protection Plan (Boring Lava Domes Plan).
The Boring Lava Domes Plan identifies the project site within the Veterans Creek Sub-area.
The Veterans Creek watershed is located on the north slope of Mt. Scott. Resources in the
watershed include Veterans Creek and its tributaries, habitat areas, and forested riparian and
upland areas. Veterans Creek and the steep forested slopes adjacent to it are mapped as "a"
quality resource on this site.
Riparian systems contain the three critical habitat components: water, cover and food. They
also provide important migration corridors and space for wildlife. Riparian corridors are
transitional areas between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and as such support a variety of
plants and animals common to both environments. The structural diversity of riparian
corridors tends to be high, in part due to the corridors position at the low point of the
landscape where fallen trees, stumps and other organic debris collect. Due to the range of
plant composition and structure, riparian corridors often support a diverse assemblage of
wildlife species. Uplands within the Lava Domes have a direct influence upon these riparian
corridors and provide important habitat and migratory linkages for wildlife including birds,
mammals, reptiles and certain amphibian species.
This project site, in particular, is vegetated with an upland mixed deciduous-coniferous forest
dominated by mature (over 100 year old) big leaf maple, Douglas fir, and western red cedar.
Canopy closure is at an average of 80% at full leaf throughout the site. The areas along the
creek have a more open canopy with additional herbaceous and scrub shrub vegetation.
Bamboo, ivy, and other invasive plants have also become established on the site.
Resources and functional values of concern on the project site include fish and wildlife
habitat, water purification, storm drainage, groundwater recharge and discharge, aesthetics,
scenic, flood storage, pollution and nutrient retention/removal, sediment trapping and erosion
control, education, and recreation.
BES notes that no anadromous fish utilize Veterans Creek at this time, because of fish blockage
downstream in Johnson Creek; however, Veterans creek does currently provide aquatic and
terrestrial habitat for species such as Red-legged frogs, Pileated Woodpeckers, and bats.
Impact Analysis and Mitigation Plan: A full description of the proposal is provided on Page
2 of this report. The following summarizes the alternatives considered by the applicant, as well
as the proposed construction management plan, mitigation and monitoring.
Development Alternatives: The applicant proposes to enhance an approximately 700 linear foot
section of Veterans Creek to repair and restore the functions and values the stream channel
and surrounding forest environs contribute to the Johnson Creek watershed. The applicant
provided the following description of the alternatives:
Alternative 1: Do Nothing
Leaving the in-stream structures in their existing condition would be a missed opportunity for
aquatic habitat enhancement and improved/expanded fish and wildlife habitat. At this time
there is no other reason for removing or replacing these structures (e.g. road maintenance/
improvement or localized flooding). Failure to manage invasive vegetation on the site would also
be a missed opportunity to control spreading invasive vegetation from impacting nearby
properties.
Alternative 2: Remove in-stream structures, No grading, Invasive removal
The design team weighed the possibility allowing for the creek to naturally regrade after
removing man-made structures in the stream. Concern was raised, however, that headcutting
could potentially affect bank stability and erosion upstream. A driveway to a residential
property 120 feet upstream could potentially be affected by headcutting if dynamic stability is
not achieved quickly.
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Alternative 3: Remove in-stream structures and re-grade to emulate appropriate bedforms and
natural dynamic stability (proposed project)
The proposed project will remove the in-stream structures and re-grade the channel into a series
of steps and pools. The steps will be comprised of boulders loosely organized across the
channel to create a series of drops. Shallow pools will be excavated below each boulder drop.
Careful attention is required to construct step-pool bedforms to place and fit boulders and logs to
create dynamically stable steps and to backfill the gaps and void spaces with salvaged gravels
to prevent flow from going subsurface in the streambed. Some movement and/or settlement of
logs and boulders comprising the step-pool bedforms is anticipated in response to flood events,
but this occurs naturally and should prevent channel incision that would send a head cut
upstream.
The scope of work, which includes grading to normalize unnatural grade changes caused by instream structures, also allows for the opportunity to improve habitat for amphibians on the site.
Equipment used to grade the stream will be available to also remove the existing pond and
create more suitable habitat for amphibians by grading off-channel areas that maintain 1-2 feet
of water depth through mid-summer. The installation of logs in off-channel areas and the stream
itself will also enhance aquatic habitat.
Alternatives 1 and 2 were rejected by the applicant since they fell short of the desired goal to
enhance the creek and ravine to retain the functions of the mature forest habitat and restore
the stream channel to improve the aquatic habitat on the site. The applicant selected the
preferred alternative in order to best achieve the desired project goals.
Construction Management Plan (CMP): The applicant proposes a number of measures to avoid
and minimize impacts from the construction activities. These measures are described in the
project narrative (Exhibit A, Attachment A) and shown on the Construction Management Plan
(Exhibit C.1). The measures include: designating specific work area limits and limiting access
points for construction equipment; scheduling in-water work in accordance with state and
federal regulations; implementing amphibian and fish rescue efforts throughout the duration
of the construction activities; installing and monitoring tree protective measures and erosion
and sediment controls throughout the construction activities; reusing or removing all
excavation material within the work area; limiting additional fill material to logs for habitat
and bank structure; and monitoring the work to ensure project goals are achieved.
Impact Evaluation: Some of the significant impacts associated with the project include the
temporary diversion of the stream channel; removal of rock weirs and bridge structures in the
stream; extensive grading in and adjacent to the stream corridor and adjacent ponds and
wetland areas; the installation of native plantings throughout the construction area; and longterm monitoring and maintenance of the resources on the site. The applicant has identified a
number of these impacts will be beneficial (Exhibit A) and will result in improved aquatic and
terrestrial habitat for fish and wildlife; removal of pollution (creosote retaining wall); improved
flood storage capacity; a decrease in impervious area; improved scenic qualities with the
removal of invasive species and a derelict utility building.
Planting Plan: Once the stream channel is reconfigured, BES proposes to plant the work area
with native species. All exposed soils will be seeded with a native grass and forb seed mix
made up of 7 or more species; and at least 450 tree and 850 shrub species (live cuttings or
bareroot plants) will be installed within the Riparian Forest Revegetation Zone shown on the
Revegetation Plan (Exhibit C.2) and Revegetation Tables (Exhibit C.3).
Monitoring and Maintenance Plan: BES proposes to monitor channel enhancements, plant
survival, and control invasive plants; and perform maintenance for a minimum 5 year period.
BES also identified the following potential maintenance activities may be warranted if
unanticipated repairs are warranted during the maintenance period: cut, add, or remove large
wood; repair areas of excessive erosion; remove invasive species and install native plants.
The removal of invasive and planting of native species is allowed outright and can occur any
time, in accordance with the exemptions listed in Zoning Code Section 33.430.080. Other
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changes needed for the purpose of refining the channel grading or wood placement may be
allowable provided measures are in place to ensure those alterations are consistent with this
decision. Given the dynamic nature of the stream and the probability that some minor
modifications may be needed within the first few years after construction, it is reasonable to
build in some flexibility to accommodate “adaptive management” practices. In this situation,
with the following measures, refinement of the channel grading and alterations or additions of
wood will be allowed within 3 years of the initial construction (“adaptive management period”),
subject to the following:
 the 3 year adaptive management period commences on the date of the final inspection for
the Zoning Permit for the original project;
 all proposed work must be identified on a revised Construction Management Plan and,
when applicable, a revised Revegetation Plan;
 all proposed work must occur within the Limits of Disturbance shown on the original
Construction Management Plan (Exhibit C.1);
 the applicant must provide written documentation from the BES City Engineer, which
affirms the proposed work will not result in a net rise of the base flood elevation within this
reach of Veterans Creek and will be conducted in accordance with erosion, sediment, and
pollution controls for a Special Site, as specified in City Code; and
 a Zoning Permit must be obtained to document the proposed work meets these
requirements and is in substantial conformance with the original project plans.
Additionally, prior to ground disturbing activities, the applicant must obtain concurrent
inspections from BDS and BES inspectors. To finalize the Zoning Permit, the applicant must
obtain another concurrent inspection from BDS and BES inspectors to verify the work has
been completed in accordance with the revised plan(s), and, when applicable, after
replacement plantings have been installed.
If these conditions cannot be met and/or after the 3 year adaptive management period, a
subsequent land use review will be triggered for any work not otherwise exempt or consistent
with applicable Zoning Code regulations.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.430.250 Approval Criteria for Environmental Review
An environmental review application will be approved if the review body finds that the
applicant has shown that all of the applicable approval criteria are met. When environmental
review is required because a proposal does not meet one or more of the development standards
of Section 33.430.140 through .190, then the approval criteria will only be applied to the
aspect of the proposal that does not meet the development standard or standards.
Findings: This resource enhancement project does not meet the standard, which requires no
excavation, fill or construction activity within a wetland or water body (33.430.170.A).
Therefore, the proposed creek enhancement activities are subject to the approval criteria
found in Section 33.430.250 B. Resource Enhancement Projects.
33.430.250.B Resource enhancement projects. In resource areas of environmental zones,
resource enhancement projects will be approved if the applicant’s impact evaluation
demonstrates that all of the following are met:
1. There will be no loss of total resource area;
Findings: The project will involve removal of structures within the stream channel,
temporary re-routing of the portion of the stream within the work area, and extensive
grading within the streambed and adjoining pond and wetland areas. These activities will
necessarily generate significant impacts to the existing aquatic resources. However, the
work activities will be localized within a prescribed construction area, fish and amphibian
rescue efforts will be implemented during the construction activities, and erosion control
and tree protection measures will afford protection of the surrounding area.
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Furthermore, as noted in the project narrative, surveys have determined that fish are not
present on the project site at this time, and the current depth and structure of an
adjoining pond is currently conducive to infestation of the non-native bullfrog. BES notes
the long-term goal is to remove downstream barriers on Johnson Creek, which will allow
native fish to access Veterans Creek. The removal of the in-stream structures and
regrading of the streambed, as well as the installation of boulders, rocks, and logs in the
stream and off-channel areas is intended to restore rearing and spawning habitat for
native fish. In addition, BES notes the off-channel pond will be removed and more suitable
habitat for amphibians (including the native red-legged frog) will be created by grading offchannel areas that maintain 1-2 feet of water depth through mid-summer. Other measures
that will be implemented to stabilize the steam channel and enhance the aquatic habitat
include the installation of native plantings adjacent to the stream and off-channel areas.
Overall the construction impacts will be temporary and the creek, pond, and wetlands will
be reconfigured to improve the function of the aquatic environment for native fish and
amphibian species. Based on these factors and with the implementation of the
construction management and monitoring and maintenance measures described above no
loss of total resource area will result. As such, this criterion will be met.
2. There will be no significant detrimental impact on any resources and functional
values; and
Findings: As noted above, there will be extensive grading work within and adjacent to the
stream channel, which will affect the aquatic resources on the site. However, the aquatic
environment is in a degraded state currently, and the proposed changes are expected to
result in long term beneficial, not detrimental, impacts to the stream channel and
adjoining banks.
With access, grading, equipment and materials staging, and other related work activities
limited to a designated work area, as outlined in the Construction Management Plan
(CMP), as well as measures to address the flood zone regulations and erosion, sediment
and pollution controls for special sites, as outlined in the responses from BDS-Site
Development and BES-Development Review (Exhibits E.3 and E.1), resources and values
will be protected in areas designated to be left undisturbed. With the application of these
noted measures, this criterion will be met.
3. There will be a significant improvement of at least one functional value.
Findings: As outlined in the Impact Evaluation above (page 5), the project will result in
significant enhancements to a number of functional values, the predominant improvement
being to the fish and wildlife habitat values. With the implementation of monitoring efforts
to oversee and maintain the desired site conditions, this criterion will be met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The
plans submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development
standards of Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land
use review prior to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The applicant proposes stream enhancement activities along a 700 foot section of Veterans
Creek. All of the work related to the enhancement will occur within the boundary of a
delineated work area (Limits of Disturbance), which will localize impacts and protect
surrounding trees and environmental resources. Subject to conditions related to construction
management and on-going maintenance activities, the project is expected to result in improved
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conditions within the stream channel and adjacent environs. Therefore, the proposed resource
enhancement activities should be approved.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of an Environmental Review for a Resource Enhancement project within the
Environmental Protection overlay zone including the following:
 Remove existing manmade structures from Veterans Creek, including: 5 rock weirs, 2
culverts, and a wood and concrete pedestrian bridge
 Remove other manmade structures adjacent to the stream, including a shed, swing set,
fence, and retaining wall
 Regrade a 700 linear foot section of the stream channel to renormalize unnatural grade
changes caused by the in-stream structures, and to restore wetland connectivity, mitigate
incision, and reduce erosion
 Relocate and reconfigure a manmade pond to prevent fish stranding during high flow
events
 Install boulders and large wood as part of the stream channel reconfiguration
 Remove invasive species and replant project area with native species
 Monitor alterations and plantings for 5 years
The project must be in substantial conformance with Exhibits C.1 through C.4, as modified,
signed, and dated by the City of Portland Bureau of Development Services on June 24, 2011.
This approval is subject to the following conditions:
A. Prior to any ground disturbing activity, the applicant must obtain a Zoning Permit for the
approved work. The Zoning Permit must include copies of the stamped Exhibits C.1
through C.4 from LU 11-127418 EN and conditions of approval listed below:
1. No mechanized construction vehicles are permitted outside of the approved Limits of
Disturbance delineated by the temporary construction fence. Any invasive vegetation
removal, native plant installation, or other work to be done outside the Limits of
Disturbance must be conducted using hand held equipment.
2. Provide written documentation from the Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) City
Engineer, which affirms the proposed work will not result in a net rise of the base flood
elevation within this reach of Veterans Creek and will be conducted in accordance with
erosion, sediment, and pollution controls for a Special Site, as specified in City Code.
B. An onsite preconstruction meeting must be held with BDS and BES inspection staff to
confirm perimeter fencing and tree protection measures have been installed around the
Limits of Disturbance, as shown on the Construction Management Plan (Exhibit C.1), and
erosion, sediment and pollution controls has been installed per the BES City Engineer.
C. Revegetation plantings must be planted in substantial conformance with the Revegetation
Plan and Planting List (Exhibits C.2 and C.3), and the Maintenance Plan (Exhibit C.4).
1. Plantings must be installed between October 1 and March 31 (the planting season).
2. Prior to final inspection of the Zoning Permit for the revegetation plantings, the
applicant or the designer of record must prepare an “As-Planted” Plan and certify that
all the plantings were installed in accordance with the approved plans.
3. The applicant or designer of record must monitor the approved plantings for five years
to ensure survival and replacement of plantings.
D. Refinement of the channel grading and alterations or additions of wood will be allowed
during a 3 year “adaptive management period”, subject to the following:
1. The adaptive management period commences on the date of the final inspection for the
Zoning Permit for the original project.
2. All proposed work must be identified on a revised Construction Management Plan and,
when applicable, a revised Revegetation Plan.
3. All proposed work must occur within the Limits of Disturbance shown on the original
Construction Management Plan (Exhibit C.1).
4. The applicant must provide written documentation from the BES City Engineer, which
affirms the proposed work will not result in a net rise of the base flood elevation within
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this reach of Veterans Creek and will be conducted in accordance with erosion,
sediment, and pollution controls for a Special Site, as specified in City Code.
5. A Zoning Permit must be obtained to document the proposed work meets these
requirements and is in substantial conformance with the original project plans.
a) Prior to ground disturbing activities, the applicant must obtain concurrent
inspections from BDS and BES inspectors to confirm work area boundaries, tree
protection measures have been installed per the approved plans, and erosion,
sediment, and pollution controls have been installed per the BES City Engineer.
b) To finalize the Zoning Permit, the applicant must obtain another concurrent
inspection from BDS and BES inspectors to verify the work has been completed in
accordance with the revised plan(s), and, when applicable, after replacement
plantings have been installed.
6. If these conditions cannot be met and/or after the 3 year adaptive management period,
a subsequent land use review will be triggered for any work not otherwise exempt or
consistent with applicable Zoning Code regulations.
E. Failure to comply with any of these conditions may result in the City’s reconsideration of
this land use approval pursuant to Portland Zoning Code Section 33.700.040 and/or
enforcement of these conditions in any manner authorized by law.
Staff Planner:

Kate Green

Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on June 24, 2011
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed June 28, 2011
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may
be required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on April 8,
2011, and was determined to be complete on May 6, 2011.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on April 8, 2011.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may
be waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not
waive or extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the 120
days will expire on: September 4, 2011.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant. As
required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
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These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use
review, any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor
of the use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and
future owners of the property subject to this land use review.
This decision, and any conditions associated with it, is final. It may be appealed to the
Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA), within 21 days of the date the decision is mailed,
as specified in the Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.830. Among other things, ORS 197.830
requires that a petitioner at LUBA must have submitted written testimony during the
comment period for this land use review. You may call LUBA at 1-503-373-1265 for further
information on filing an appeal.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Recording the final decision. If this Land Use Review is approved, the final decision must be
recorded with the Multnomah County Recorder. A building or zoning permit will be issued
only after the final decision is recorded. The final decision may be recorded on or after June
28, 2011.
The applicant, builder, or a representative may record the final decision as follows:
• By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
• In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land
Use Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the
County Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR
97214. The recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.
For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at 503-988-3034. For
further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permitees must demonstrate compliance with:
• All conditions imposed herein;
• All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this review;
• All requirements of the building code; and
• All provisions of the Municipal Code for the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
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EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Narrative Addendum
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Construction Management Plan (reduced copy attached)
2. Revegetation Plan and Details (reduced copy attached)
3. Existing Trees and Revegetation Tables (reduced copy attached)
4. Maintenance Plan (reduced copy attached)
5. Plans and Profiles (3 sheets)
6. Channel Typicals
7. Existing Conditions Plan
8. Vicinity Map-Legend
9. Original Plan Set
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Water Bureau
3. Site Development Review Section of BDS
4. Department of State Lands
F. Correspondence: None
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Site History Research
3. Wetland Notification to Department of State Lands
4. BDS GIS Aerial Photo 2010

The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior
to the event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503823-6868).

